
Tarot Court Cards 

Pages



Who are the Pages



Where They Fit In

Pages represent the youthful energy of younger people, sometimes 
children or adolescents. Remember, here again gender is less 
important than polarity. Therefore a page can refer to either a 
masculine or feminine energy - positive / creative energy or 
Feminine/ receptive energy. 

Pages speak of mundane events, or issues of the physical world. 
They may indicate an incoming message or some form of imminent 
communication. 

The energy of pages usually move a bit faster than the other 
court cards. 



Page of Wands Upright Meaning
As a personality 

1. A person who is lively, creative and very energetic. This 
is a person that is very hands on and ready to get to 
work on any project 

As an experience - 

1. News of a new project, business or otherwise; 
communication of all sorts, but usually of the swift 
kind – emails, phone calls etc.; party invitations; new 
possibilities; expect the unexpected.

As a spiritual practice - 

1. Overcoming fears and limiting beliefs; re-finding your 
purpose or vitality; revisiting your childhood dreams 
with a view to making them real; digging deep and 
taking the plunge; stepping into your limelight; being 
courageous and daring.



Key Symbols

● Wand - 
● Hat with feather - 
● Pyramids - 
● Dessert - 
● Salamanders - 
● Yellow cloak -
● Clear sky -

Page of Wands



Page of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality 

1. A studious and methodical youth; enjoys learning, 
usually through practice; an apprentice; a nature 
lover; a doer and go-getter; a bringer of change; 
self-disciplined and determined.

As an experience - 

1. News of a financial or business matter; a job offer or 
promotion; increase in physical activity; joining a gym 
or other outdoor activity; taking up a new hobby, 
particularly relating to nature.

As a spiritual practice - 

1. Reconnecting with nature; preparing yourself for 
change(s); embarking on shamanic or meditative 
work; learning to accept your inner and outer beauty; 
empathy and benevolence; perseverance and 
application.



Page of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Pentacle
● Mountain
● Trees
● Green tunic
● Red hat
● Yellow sky



Page of Swords Upright Meaning
As a personality

1. A quick-witted and quick-minded youngster; 
analytical and a logical thinker; can be seen to be 
aloof, but is a keen observer; enjoys the written word 
and languages; a student.

As an experience - 

1. News of official matters, legalities, bureaucracy; 
delays in business and personal projects; gossip and 
chatter; documents being prepared, delivered or 
delayed; the post; going to college or university.

As a spiritual practice - 

1. Facing inner demons; overcoming moods; regaining 
mental clarity; settling inner conflicts; internal 
rebellion; self-belief and confidence; understanding 
wisdom; getting over yourself!



Key Symbols

● Sword
● Fluffy clouds
● Wind
● Trees
● Rough terrain 
● Birds
● Ready posture

Page of Swords



Page of Cups Upright Meaning
As a personality

1. A somewhat sensitive youth; perceptive and perhaps 
psychic; gentle and light-footed; articulate and 
artistic; includes dreamers and poets.

Is an experience - 

1. Love letters; social invitations, beginning a new artistic 
course or career; news of an engagement or 
marriage; happy news and glad tidings

As a spiritual practice - 

1. Trusting your inner voice; increasing or developing your 
clairvoyance; using meditation to reconnect to your 
‘source’; re-balancing or calming your energies; using 
your imagination; finding balance in serenity.



Page of Cups

Key Symbols

● Cup
● Fish
● Waves
● Lotus flowers



Review

Key Symbols

● Young figure

● In Motion
● Dominant Colors
● Posture

Key Concepts

The Pages represent 
youthful energy, impetus 
and the impulse of 
movement.

The suit that each page is 
associated with will always 
serve to guide the reader in 
terms of the character of 
the energy the pages 
expresses. Pay close 
attention to the cards

Surrounding the pages, 
observe whether they are 
upright or not and what 
placement they are in in the 
spread  this will tell you 
much about the message the 
page brings.





Tarot Court Cards 

Knights



Who are the Knights



Where They Fit In
In Tarot knights represent energy that is in motion to some degree.

Each knight tells a different story that is unique to his suit and his element.

Often knights will represent a person who is male or has masculine energy. It is 
important to note that gender is only a secondary characteristic as it concerns 
interpreting these cards. 

Remember that adapting the tarot card to the reading is especially important when 
associating a card with a person. Sometimes a female person can have very masculine 
energy and likewise some male’s can have more feminine characteristics of their 
personality. 

Use your associative memory skills. This will help you zero in on their personality, 
intention or character of energy that an event may have. 



The Knight of Wands Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. Energetic and ambitious; not necessarily sporty, but 
definitely adventurous; determined though sometimes a 
little hasty; charming with a magnetism that’s hard to resist; 
exciting and motivational; dynamic and inspiring; 
entertaining and often into drama(s) (of all kinds); a budding 
entrepreneur.

As an experience- 

1. Journeys and travelling; moving home, even emigrating; a 
change of job or promotion; sporting events; acting quickly 
in any endeavour; creative ideas being brought into action; 
taking a risk; putting yourself out there; to boldly go

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Finding your vitality; trusting your gut instinct; embracing 
challenges ahead; allowing yourself to let your hair down; 
giving yourself a pep talk; believing you can do it; having 
the courage of your convictions.



The Knight of Wands

Key Symbols

● Wand 
● Armour  
● Yellow tabard  
● Salamanders  
● Pyramids -
● Plumes that resemble flames  
● Horse is galloping



The Knight of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. Reliable and trustworthy individuals; generally hands 
on; a nature lover; an eco-warrior; physical and strong; 
a craftsperson; dextrous and skilled in any of the 
trades; dependable and an asset in any crisis.

As an experience- 

1. A job offer; recognition of efforts; seeing the fruits of 
your labour; a return on your investment; a pay 
increase; support being given or received; embarking 
on a new physical fitness regime.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Waiting patiently; finding inner strength; remembering 
common sense; being determined; digging deep and 
pushing through; grounding yourself; being realistic; 
unshakable faith.



The Knight of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Pentacle held out in front of Knight
● Armour
● Black horse
● Yellow sky
● Gentle hill
● Horse standing still



The Knight of Swords Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. Quick-minded and decisive; a problem solver and 
strategist; can appear insensitive but is mostly forthright; 
often ruthless and direct; forward thinking; 
communicators and analysers.

As an experience- 

1. Meetings and conventions; negotiations and disputes; a 
legal case being brought to you or by you; management 
of ideas and projects; backing the underdog; pursuing 
ideas; taking control of a situation; overseas travel.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Finding solutions to your problems; creative thinking; 
changing ideals and beliefs; removing what thoughts and 
beliefs don’t serve you anymore; a journey of 
self-examination; discovering and establishing your own 
set of beliefs.



The Knight of Swords

Key Symbols

● Sword held aloft
● Armor
● White horse
● Horse running - 
● Jagged clouds
● Trees
● Birds
● Blue sky 



The Knight of Cups Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. An idealist and a dreamer; romantic and sensitive; a 
spiritual seeker or counsellor; sympathetic and 
compassionate; an artist; imaginative with big ideas.

As an experience- 

1. Romance or a relationship; a proposal of marriage or 
engagement; embarking on a spiritual or mystical retreat; a 
date or invitation; lucid dreaming and astral travel; going 
on a relaxation holiday

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Listening to and acting on your inner voice; following your 
heart; being in tune with your inner desires; 
self-acceptance; calming and centering yourself; finding 
your path in life.



The Knight of Cups

Key Symbols

● Cup 
● Armor  
● Fish 
● White horse  
● Wings or Mercury  
● Horse walking 
● River
● Mountain 
● Clear sky  



Review

Key Symbols

● Armor

● Horses

● Terrain

● Motion

● Feather

● Clouds

● Suit Symbol

Preparation

The Knight represents a 
more matured energy 
within his suit.  

Like the page before him the 
knight describes the 
movement of energy, but 
now that energy is more 
directed by a specific 
purpose as opposed to 
impulse. 

The Knight is action 
oriented, he is a symbol that 
describes the force of will. 

When a Knight shows up in a 
reading you can be sure 
that in some way there is 
inspired action afoot. 

To determine the kind of 
action, look to the suit of 
the knight. 





Tarot Court Cards 

Queens



Who are the Queens



Where They Fit In

The four queens of the Tarot Court Cards have a unique quality 
which makes them distinctive – they represent women that we 
know intimately or within your immediate circle. The Queens are 
associated with mature women like our mothers, aunts, 
grandmothers and older sisters. 

They are women in authority. Maturity doesn’t denote an age 
per se; it’s more the archetype of wisdom and experience.  
Queens represent a stage of developed maturity and 
sophistication that comes through experience and 
understanding.



The Queen of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. An energetic and lively woman; creative but expansive; 
intuitive and self-confident; endless pizazz; a tough 
business woman; independent and dynamic; sensual and 
passionate; a visionary with an eye for the unusual; 
ambitious and determined; often a hedonist or 
thrill-seeker; enjoys socialising.

As an experience- 

1. Success in business or other endeavours; taking up a new 
creative, but active hobby; seeking or finding a mentor or 
guide; expansion of business or career; the time is right to go 
for your dream!

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Embarking on a period of self-development; exploring 
spirituality; seeking psychic or spiritual experience; finding a 
personal failing and actively seeking to correct it; learning to 
be more daring and bold; a pep talk from female ancestors.



The Queen of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Crown - 
● Lions - 
● Wand held upright -
● Sun flowers - 
● Pyramids -
● Black cat - 
● White cloak - 
● Yellow robes



The Queen of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. A Mother Earth type; practical and dexterous;  natural 
homemaker; has an affinity with nature and gardening; 
amazing multi-tasker; a manager or businesswoman; 
sensual with an eye for aesthetics; organised /reliable; into 
health and exercise; nurtures and protects; is very 
perceptive.

As an experience- 

1. Financial success/ expansion with a project or business 
plan, promotion; changing job or career direction; entering 
into practical hobbies; Starting exercise classes; 
redesigning garden or home; family gatherings and good 
times; increase in income and abundance.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. An increase in awareness; a need to take care / nurture 
yourself; inner replenishment;; learning to love yourself; a 
need to reconnect with nature; grounding yourself; 
self-acceptance; meditation and journeying.



The Queen of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Crown - 
● Pentacle - 
● Roses - 
● Vines - 
● Bunny - 
● Rams head - 
● Lions head - 
● Red robes - 
● Green cloak -
● Yellow sky - 
● Mountain

 



The Queen of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. An analytical and intelligent woman; quick-minded; a 
problem solver; clinical but not cold; highly educated or 
interested in continued education; a people watcher who 
observes more than she speaks; ardent and stoic; a sharp 
dresser; independent / self-disciplined; an astute 
businesswoman.

As an experience- 

1. Success with literary projects; independence perhaps 
through divorce; entering into self-employment; a meeting 
with an advisor, perhaps a psychologist; end of  personal 
troubles; business meetings; professional learning and 
certification; networking.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Applying logic to a situation; stepping back from emotions; 
objectivity; being true to self; mental clarity; having to be 
ruthless or strong willed; finding the light after the dark; new 
found inner wisdom; courage of your convictions.



The Queen of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Butterfly crown 
● Upright sword  
● Cloak with clouds on it 
● White robes 
● Cherubim 
● Butterfly 
● Low horizon  
● Tree 
● Fluffy clouds 
● Prayer beads  
● Bird 



The Queen of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. A sensitive and quiet woman; artistic abilities; gentle and 
demure; psychic, highly intuitive; graceful and stylish; loving 
and giving of herself; good listener, a counsellor to many; a 
seeker of inner transformations and consciousness.

As an experience- 

1. Success in creative projects; consulting a psychic or spiritual 
advisor; approaching motherhood/ grand-motherhood; a 
counsellor or therapist; starting a creative gentle hobby; a 
period of intense prophetic dreams; meditating and 
channelling.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Exploring consciousness and spirituality; getting in touch 
with your feminine side; developing intuition; learning to 
open your third eye; acknowledging your emotions and 
feelings; embarking on spiritual pursuits; 



The Queen of Pentacles

Key Symbols

● Crown 
● Sea shell in throne  
● Cherubim   
● Water motif on cloak  
● Pebbles at the feet
● White robe 
● Casket or container 
● Seraphim
● Cliff 
● Water 



Recipe name

Key Symbols

● Mature Female 

Energy
● Stillness
● Throne
● Suit symbol
●

Key concepts

Queens represent a stage of 
developed maturity and 
sophistication that comes 
through experience and 
understanding.

. Maturity doesn’t denote an 
age per se; it’s more toward the 
archetype of wisdom and 
experience. The kind that lends 
itself to compassion and 
self-restraint. 

 

When a Queen arrives in a 
reading she bring a warm, 
nurturing element which 
can also be seen as a rite of 
passage for a woman – 

the embodiment and 
acceptance of womanhood, 
femininity and divine 
sexuality





Tarot Court Cards 

Kings



Who are the Kings



Where They Fit In

Kings generally represent a senior male to you, in age and/or seniority. 
They will represent your father, your uncle, older brother or a male in a 
position of authority – a mature male, and generally they are the ones we 
admire most in life. 

Kings always serve to point your attention toward ruler ship and 
hierarchy. Remind you of order especially from the top down. The kings 
represent your boss, manager, head of the household (this doesn’t strictly 
mean male.) 
the Kings show you were to look for or find the decision.
Kings determine what will happen; they giver orders and you receive 
them. Kings are more static than knights. They are the ones who compel 
the actions of others around them.



King of Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. A dynamic and voracious man in any field of his interest; 
seemingly limitless mental energy; strong will and 
determination that has become second nature; 
self-made and entrepreneurial; a pioneer and visionary; 
optimistic and forward looking; confident.

As an experience- 

1. Promotion or getting the job you thought might be just 
out of your reach; success in projects, business & 
choices; expansion and establishment of businesses or 
interests; setting yourself goals; 

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Increasing self-belief and confidence; recognising the 
need to be courageous; learning to act in the moment; 
directing your will, focussing your intent; breaking free of 
mental shackles; listening to your Inner Motivator; 
removing self-made constraints 



King of 

Key Symbols

● Crown
● Wand upright 
● Lions
● Salamander 
● High back throne
● Yellow cloak
● Salamanders on cloak 
● Elevated throne 



King of Pentacles Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. Hardworking and capable; physically strong; 
self-sufficient and excellent with finances; likes 
prosperity and abundance; is generous but not 
frivolous; enjoys  the fruits of his labours.

As an experience- 

1. Landing a long term contract; investing in a business, 
or investment coming into your business; sales or 
purchases of property and/or land; meeting with a 
financial consultant

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Committing yourself to your goals; living with a 
greater sense of purpose; personal growth and 
development through actions; developing 
benevolence; exploring inner resources and abilities; 
pursuing self-sufficiency and self-reliance; learning to 
relax and enjoy your abundance.



King of Pentacles 

Key Symbols

● Crown
● Petacle
● Armor
● City
● Grapes
● Bull’s head
● Throne
● Yellow
● Scepter



King of Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. A decision-maker, a judge or mediator; has a sharp 
mind and high intellect; lives by clear logic and fact; 
diplomatic and a great communicator; an orator, writer 
and critical thinker; feels deeply but shows little 
emotion; he lives by the pen instead of the sword.

As an experience- 

1. Making plans and organising events; dealing with 
authorities;  big decisions; setting boundaries and rules; 
taking control and managing a situation; meeting with a 
legal expert or facing a legal case; completing 
university studies; acting swiftly and decisively.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Putting aside your emotions to make a decision; 
learning to see all sides of a dispute; thinking for 
yourself; applying mind over matter; inner wisdom; 
filtering thoughts and imagination into cohesive ideas 



King of 

Key Symbols

● Crown 
● Sword upright
● Butterfly
● Larger than landscape  
● Blue robes
● Purple cloak
● Grey fluffy clouds 
● Birds 
● Trees



King of Upright Meaning
As a personality - 

1. A compassionate and somewhat emotional man; likely to 
not only feel deeply but also express it; knowledgeable on 
spiritual and mystical matters; psychic or strong intuition; 
warm and gentle, liked by many for his easy nature; the 
voice of reason; likely in the caring professions and the arts.

As an experience- 

1. Consulting a spiritual advisor, psychic or therapist; meeting 
a personal mentor or guru; organising or managing a charity 
event; acting as a counsellor or guru to others; the need to 
be firm but flexible; making a decision that will affect the 
family; finding your spiritual family.

AS a spiritual practice - 

1. Learning to manage your emotions; controlling your psychic 
awareness and channelling experiences; using your 
intuition to make decisions; connecting with your Higher 
Self; mastering discernment; being sensible in spiritual 
pursuits; being responsive not reactive.



King of 

Key Symbols

● Cup 
● Crown 
● Scepter 
● Curved throne - 
● Yellow cloak - 
● Blue robes - 
● Turbulent waters
● Fish - 



Review

Key Symbols

● Suit Object

● Crown
● Scepter
● Throne
● Dominant 

colors
● Facing 

Direction

Key Concepts

Kings can represent the 
establishment of ideas and 
concepts brought to fruition 
through projects. 

The Kings can also foretell of a 
promotion to a position of more 
responsibility and authority.  

This is an invitation to step into 
your power and or assert your 
will. It can also be associated 
with a stage of maturity 

Each court card has a 
specific energy and 
character to it. 

Much of what you will need 
to know from the card can 
be determined by where it is 
positioned in a spread and 
what the suit the court 
card belongs to. 
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